KODAK
EKTAPRO 9020 CINE
Slide Projector

KODAK EKTAPRO Cine 9020 Slide Projector the slide projector for the cinema advertising. Bright projection
light, automatic lamp change and a soft slide fade are the
highlights of this projector.
The KODAK EKTAPRO 9020 Cine Slide Projector is
especially designed for use in cinema theatres.
Based on the KODAK EKTAPRO 9020
Slide Projector this model shows some
new features and thus fulfills the special
technical requirements in the movies
area. For instance the projector is
equipped with the Extra Bright Lampmodule for obtaining a particularly
bright projection light. This is important if slides are projected on wide screens or during admission when partly dimmed lights are still on.
An automatic lamp changer is installed in the lampmodule. In the moment of a lampfailure within a fraction of a
second the system switches automatically over to the
second lamp. The audience will not notice that! A feature that gives security during the slide advertising display. The lamp failure is indicated by two red LEDs.
Another important feature of the EKTAPRO 9020 Cine
Projector is its Soft Slide Feature. Gone are the times of
hard slide changes fatiguing the audiences eyes. With

the EKTAPRO 9020 Cine Projector slides are gently
faded in and out. As soon as the timer is switched on,
the projector automatically executes a soft slide change.
Important features of the KODAK EKTAPRO 9020
CINE Slide Projector:
 Extra Bright Lamp-Module:
The module provides highest lightoutput for best projection results in cinemas.
 Another 20% reserve of light with special High Light
Mode
 Automatic lamp changer: In case of a lamp failure
within 0.3 s the system switches over to
a second lamp. That adds security to
your slide advertising display. The defect is indicated by a flashing LED.
 Timer: With the built-in timer you
easily perform your self running presentation. Settings between 1 and 60
seconds can be made. The time between 1 and 30 seconds can be set in small steps (approx. 1 second) .

Feature Overview - continuation
 Slides change is performed in a gentle smooth way.
Within half a second the slides are faded out and in.
(Please note: As this projector is a modified version of
the standard Ektapro 9020 model, setting of different
fade times via the IR remote control and use as part of
a MASTER/SLAVE application (use of the integrated
dissolver) is not possible!)
 Last slide position memory: When switched off the projector keeps the tray position in mind. When switched on
the tray is automatically transported to this position. This
feature is important when controlling the projector via
mains.
 No-Slide - No Light: If there should be an empty tray
compartment, the projectors shutter wont open. The
screen stays dark and your audience wont notice that
there was a missing slide.
 Standby - the elegant pause. With a keystroke or command you set the projector in standby. Lamp and fan are
switched off.
 Autofocus. The projector features one of the fastest
autofocus systems. The projected images will automatically be in focus.
Some further features of interest:
 Serial Interface: Allows total control and access of all
features via a PC or other control devices.
 Random Access: Have access to each slide in the tray
via the IR remote control or a connected PC!
 Switchable Auto Zeroing: In the moment an empty slide
compartment is detected the tray will be brought to zero.
This feature is important if the tray is only loaded with
few slides. Within a maximum of 3.5. seconds the slides
are again ready to show

For further information call in
Austria / Osterreich - 01-795-67000
Belgium / Belgique - 02-713-1398
Denmark / Danmark - 3-848-7088
Finland / Soumi - 0800-11-8043
France - 0141-918578
Germany / Deutschland - 069-9509-6055
Ireland / Eire - 01-402-6815
Italy / Italia - 02-696-33205
Netherlands / Nederlands - 020-346-9128
Norway / Norge - 2-316-2088
Spain / Espana - 91-406-9130
Sweden / Sverige - 08-587-70305
Switzerland / Schweiz / Suisse - 01-838-5358
UK (National Line ) - 0870-606-1031
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 Voltage: Adjustable for all international voltages and
frequencies
 Dimension (LxWxH): 340 x 336 x 140 mm
 Weight approx. 9 kg

